Island Complications:
Should We Retain Wolves on Isle Royale?

Tim Cochrane

The “natural” assumption
Most people who are familiar at all with Isle Royale assume that the national park’s famous populations of wolves and moose are “natural” residents of the archipelago. Thus, the impending decision of what to do if wolves became extirpated on Isle Royale seems to be an easy managerial one: replacement wolves should be brought in. But a historical view of major mammals on Isle Royale in the last hundred years reveals a much more complicated situation.

The first major published study on the wolves and moose of Isle Royale, L. David Mech’s *The Wolves of Isle Royale*, makes this very point. In a summary table of the “History of Isle Royale Mammals,” Mech makes an astounding observation: namely, that all the large mammals on Isle Royale have changed in the 20th century. Coyotes and lynx have gone and wolves appeared. Woodland caribou were extirpated and moose arrived and have become the dominant herbivore. Red fox arrived circa 1925. Otter were missing for much of the 20th century but now are quite common.¹ And a little earlier, in the late 1800s, beaver were nearly extirpated.² This radical composition turnover may be an effect of island biogeography. One primary indication of island biogeography is that the island(s) being studied have only a subset of the animals and plants found on the nearest mainland. Island biogeography also routinely maps species turnover on islands, as species “wink out” and different ones “wink in.”³ But also quite often a species winks out and then recolonizes on its own, as happened with otter and beaver at Isle Royale.

This fact of potential periodic and extensive change needs to be built into any discussions of augmenting wolf numbers in the near term. We need to acknowledge the possibility that the winking out of wolves on Isle Royale might be a natural phenomenon of island biogeography. But unfortunately, our yardstick for making such decisions is compromised: what appears to be the natural island fauna in the 20th century is actually a chimera, greatly altered by human actions.
A recent article in *The George Wright Forum*, “Should Isle Royale Wolves be Reintroduced? A Case Study on Wilderness Management in a Changing World,” argues, among its conclusions, that long-term predator–prey studies are rare and invaluable. I agree. But to continue with this line of thought, I’d like to add further time depth, and in some cases comparative context, to the question of potentially supplementing wolves at Isle Royale. I wish to add historical context, because the history of moose and wolf presence on Isle Royale is more complex than the recent *George Wright Forum* article had space to articulate and consider. Further, discussion of the reintroduction question often ignores or downplays select facts in favor of a more compelling argument. What is needed, I believe, is a concerted effort to put pertinent facts on the table because the situation is complicated and thus all perspectives must be considered to reach the best possible decision. As one of the article’s co-authors, Michael Nelson, suggested to me in an email, such a decision should also include experts in what these animals mean to the American public or those who best understand biological symbolism.

**How did moose and wolves get to Isle Royale?**

That moose and wolves made it to Isle Royale by their own agency is the bedrock of the prevailing narrative that considers their presence in the national park to be natural. For moose, it is thought that they arrived by swimming across the relatively narrow portion of Lake Superior that separates Isle Royale from northern Minnesota and Ontario. There is, however, an alternative scenario of how moose may have arrived on Isle Royale. It was documented by a Minnesota Department of Natural Resources biologist, Bill Peterson, who worked in Grand Marais on Minnesota’s North Shore, not far from Isle Royale. In a 1998 article he wrote:

In the early 1950’s, Dr. [Lyman B.] Clay stopped at a gas station in Mafeking, Manitoba.... An elderly man, perhaps in his 70’s, noticed Dr. Clay was from Minnesota and asked him how the moose were doing on Isle Royale. Dr. Clay informed him there were many moose on the island and they were doing well. The old man then related that he had lived in Minnesota when he was young and in about 1907 (perhaps 1905) he had been hired by the state of Michigan to work that winter with a crew live trapping moose near Baudette, MN. They captured either 11 or 13 moose but, in late winter, he became ill and was unable to accompany the others as they hauled the moose to Two Harbors, MN, where they were loaded onto barges and taken to Isle Royale.

Peterson then described how the potential newspapers that might have substantiated this are unavailable, that this story seems somewhat far-fetched to him, and then questions why moose would be trapped from as far away as Baudette, Minnesota, which lies near the Manitoba border? As someone trained to evaluate oral history and narratives, I think there are elements to this story that give it credibility (namely its specificity of place and activity). There is also the possibility that this story is only partially correct: the entity at that time with the money and interest to make this happen was not the state of Michigan, but rather the Washington Harbor Club, a private club with some of the most well-to-do Duluth businessmen of the day. The club owned various buildings on the southwest end of Isle Royale.
near where the national park’s Windigo facilities are today. The club members also owned railroads that ran from Baudette to Duluth and Two Harbors, and so had the physical means to transport moose by railcar to Two Harbors.

This alternative story—that a small number of moose were put in pens on a fish tug at Two Harbors in 1905 or 1907 and then freighted over—provides a more practical explanation for the population explosion of moose, whose herd numbered more than 3,000 by the early 1930s, than does the prevailing narrative. Further, this explanation does not depend on the exceptional event of a male and female moose swimming miles to a grey mass on the horizon (Isle Royale) that they might not be able to smell in the wave troughs of Lake Superior seas.

For wolves, the prevailing narrative holds that the founding population crossed an ice bridge from northern Minnesota or Ontario sometime between 1948 and 1950. Then, in 1952, four wolves were brought to Isle Royale from the Detroit Zoo by an earnest wolf advocate named Lee Smits. The results of this purposeful re-introduction have long been assumed to have failed, that is, none of the four bred with the wild wolves and contributed to

**Figure 1.** This 1930s photograph of moose trapping at Siskiwit Bay, Isle Royale, for shipment to the Upper Peninsula demonstrates how moose were live-trapped in crates. The photograph illustrates how moose could have been trapped for shipment to Isle Royale two decades earlier. While there are a series of photographs of the 1930s moose trapping and transporting moose across Lake Superior to the mainland, there are no known photographs or newspaper articles of the purported moose shipments to Isle Royale ca. 1910. Courtesy of Isle Royale National Park historic photo collection.
the genetic make-up of Isle Royale’s current wolf population. However, to date the genetic research is inconclusive and we can only definitively say that the wolf population “was originally founded by only one female and two males.”10 Earlier mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) research also suggests the wolves “descended from a single founding female” and that there is the “presence of a rare genotype in Isle Royale wolves.”11 The genetic founding question remains unanswered and thus leaves open the door for alternative interpretations. Could the founding female have been a wolf from the area of Ontario around Lake Nipigon having a mtDNA haplotype that was thought to be rare in 1990, when the first genetic studies were done?12 Or could the founder have been one of the Detroit Zoo wolves, a female nicknamed “Queenie”? Moreover, could another of the zoo wolves, a male called “Big Jim,” have survived long enough to interbreed?13

The possibility of the potential genetic role of Big Jim or Queenie has not been part of the public discourse on whether wolves should be re-introduced or their current low numbers augmented. Instead, recent news has highlighted the 1997 arrival of a male immigrant, nicknamed the “Old Gray Guy,” who had an important impact on wolf genetics on the island.14 What is implicit in the stories about the Old Gray Guy is that his immigration was a natural phenomenon. This fits the prevailing narrative and is virtually the opposite of the implicit message about Queenie and Big Jim, which is that their presence was unnatural and therefore inappropriate in a national park. If more widely known, the possible role these zoo wolves may have had in founding the Isle Royale wolf population would be a counterpoint to the naturalness story into which the Old Grey Guy so nicely fits. Those of us in the National Park Service (NPS) who have told the natural migration story of wolves to countless park visitors should heed this counterevidence and pause a moment. It appears these storytellers, including myself, have a bias towards a natural immigration storyline for wolves and moose. Could it be that virtually all of us—biologists and park rangers alike—told this story to the public hundreds of times because we wanted there to be an absolutely natural start to the wolf population on Isle Royale? That it simply fits how we wanted the story to go?

As an aside, there was and is a counter-story in play among a small group of island residents. A number of Isle Royale commercial fishermen have long maintained that the Detroit Zoo wolves did contribute to the make-up of the Isle Royale wolf population, but their story was dismissed by academically trained biologists.15

If it seems a long shot that one or both of the zoo wolves could have contributed to the genetics of Isle Royale wolves, so too is the prospect of a male and female both crossing over from the mainland, as the prevailing narrative claims. Not only is there no evidence of it ever occurring prior to the putative crossing in the 1948–1950 period, wolf dispersals more commonly consist of an individual, not a pair or a whole pack. Dispersing wolves tend to be young, on average between one and two years old, and male and females tend to disperse at roughly the same rates. However, there is some new evidence to suggest male and female wolves disperse differently, that is, females favoring “more forest cover” and routes with lower risk. If these points are reliable, then the most likely immigrant to Isle Royale would be a young male.16 In a nutshell, either wolf establishment scenario (or some combination thereof) is extraordinary.
Why didn’t moose and wolves arrive earlier?

One trope in the published history of moose–wolf research is a persistent warning about the two species’ threatened existence on Isle Royale. In one of the first official reports of moose–wolf interactions on the island came the comment: “They [moose] cannot survive long without assistance.”17 There have been similar such warnings about wolves because of inbreeding (genetic depression) or invasive disease (canine parvovirus). Most recently, it is suggested that climate change is or will be the primary issue for moose health and the reason why future wolf immigration over Lake Superior ice to the park will become either exceedingly rare or impossible. The evidence of the latter is very convincing, especially for someone like me who can view Isle Royale daily from his office and see whether an ice bridge has formed (and is surviving pressure changes, lake currents, and winds). Today, ice rarely stretches beyond the protected confines of Grand Portage Bay and does not come close to extending all the way to Isle Royale.

But my main point is to reverse the question. If today there are far fewer ice bridges to the mainland on which wolves can immigrate to Isle Royale, why, then, wasn’t there an earlier immigration to Isle Royale when ice bridges were more common? In 1875, for example, the ice was so thick that a team of draft horses were driven over the ice from Silver Islet (outside of present-day Thunder Bay, Ontario) to McCargoe Cove on the north side of Isle Royale.18 If ice bridges were more frequent and lasted longer in prior centuries, then why don’t moose or wolf bones show up in the middens of the ancients who worked the native copper mines thousands of years ago or in Ojibwe encampments from a couple of centuries ago?19

Why didn’t moose and wolves appear on Isle Royale during the historic period? Fortunately, we have a few pertinent documents that throw some light on mainland conditions that may have impacted migration of mammals to Isle Royale. These conditions are primarily anthropogenic. If this is correct, we need to shift the presumption about the naturalness of wolves and moose arriving on Isle Royale to, at minimum, that of a narrative about unintended consequences of human actions on a regional scale. Or recasting these topics, climate change is but an acceleration of anthropogenic unnaturalness that predates the arrival of moose and wolves on Isle Royale.

So, why hadn’t moose and wolves made it to Isle Royale prior to circa 1905 and circa 1950, respectively? For moose, a male and female must swim the 12–25 miles across Lake Superior, either together or one soon after the other. A wolf (or a pair of them) crossing on ice seems comparatively much more possible and requires less of an effort. And the ice bridge was at times “substantial”: for example, in the 1870s regular mail service by dog team went over the ice from Grand Portage to Island Mine, Isle Royale.20

A reasonable explanation of why moose and wolves are relatively late migrants to Isle Royale is that their numbers on the nearby mainland were comparatively low. Hunting of big game, first by fur traders and then by Ojibwe men to stave off hunger after the golden years of the fur trade were over, depressed moose numbers in the region. A noted ethnohistorian, Charles A. Bishop, writing of the area west and northwest of Lake Nipigon, said that “prior to 1800, both furs and game were plentiful and Indians could obtain enough pelts to supply their trade needs with ease…. By the 1820’s moose had been totally exterminated, while
caribou had grown extremely rare..... Except for one stray moose seen in 1833 this is the last mention of a moose killed in the Albany District until 1893.”21 The lack of moose in the Lac Seul District was paralleled with the dearth of moose at Fort William in Thunder Bay, immediately north of Isle Royale.22

So for a number of decades during the 1800s there were few moose immediately north of Isle Royale available to immigrate to the island—clearly a human-caused consequence. It is interesting to note that while woodland caribou were also regionally scarce, a small population lived on Isle Royale during the 1800s, as Ojibwe hunters would go there to hunt them.23

However, with the arrival of logging great change came to the region, resulting in a reversal in numbers of moose and others species. From 1870 to 1910, the Lake Superior region-wide cutting of white and red pine, and the subsequent dramatic ecological change brought about by the logging, initially favored herbivores such as moose (and, today, white-tail deer).24 The cutting of the pines changed the forest composition so that aspen and birch increased, and forest fires in the cutover areas became more frequent, all of which are favorable to herbivores. The end of the era of old-growth cutting, increasingly effective game laws, increased numbers of moose in the region, and the appearance of moose on Isle Royale all coincide.25

The increase in herbivores also meant an increase in prey species in the region, giving wolves more to eat; thus their numbers should have increased. The likelihood of wolves dispersing to Isle Royale over an ice bridge should also have risen dramatically, except for the effects of wolf trapping in Ontario. A driving force in trapping was the relatively high price of pelts in Ontario in the 1920s and 1930s.26 The important trend to note is that from 1925 to 1940 an average of 2,990 wolves were harvested annually in Ontario. After that, with the onset of World War II and Canadian men’s participation in the war effort, no wolves were trapped and their numbers must have rebounded significantly. Eight or ten years after the cessation of wolf trapping in Ontario, the first wolves are observed on Isle Royale. While this evidence is certainly circumstantial, there appears to be a temporal coincidence between price of wolf pelts, the absence of trapping in Ontario, a likely shortage of Ontario trappers during World War II, and the appearance of wolves on Isle Royale.

Figure 2. Coyote pelts at a Chippewa Harbor fishery in 1926, prior to the establishment of the park. Occasionally fishermen would overwinter on Isle Royale and their trapping results could range from the very successful (as in this photograph) to the meager. Courtesy of Isle Royale National Park historic photo collection.
Should we intervene?

If all this is true, then it is a succession of human actions—inadvertent intervention to be sure—that has had a direct role in wolves “naturally” appearing on Isle Royale. But even if moose and wolves had arrived on Isle Royale as a very direct consequence of human action, does that change the question of whether we should intervene to maintain the wolf population in the national park? For comparison, neither wolves nor moose are present on Michipicoten Island, an archipelago in northeastern Lake Superior that is similar in distance from the mainland as is Isle Royale. Due north of Isle Royale and much closer to the mainland, wolves made it to the Slate Islands, hunted woodland caribou, and then left in the 1990s. Could the arrival of moose and wolves on Isle Royale be more an aberration than an inevitable event?

Furthermore, if recent immigrants to the park were aided directly or indirectly by human actions, does that make them “exotic species” as defined by NPS management policies? NPS defines exotic species as those “that occupy or could occupy park lands directly or indirectly as the result of deliberate or accidental human activities....” The newly crafted resource management recommendation for the NPS, Revisiting Leopold: Resource Stewardship in the National Parks, is written, in part, as a policy response to the array of environmental changes such as climate change that are confronting national parks. The report calls for an expanded scientific capacity to guide resource management “to steward NPS resources for continuous change that is not yet fully understood, in order to preserve ecological integrity....” Wolves are clearly native to the region, but perhaps not to Isle Royale. Might their indigenousness to the region and their place in the ecological process in the region outweigh their potential non-native history on Isle Royale? Because wolves are part of a “largely self-sustaining and self-regulating” Isle Royale ecosystem, should we overlook their questionable “natural” tenure? If so, we should at least make this decision transparently.

Intervention can be an important tool to maintain a park’s ecological resiliency. But “intervention” as a concept exists on a continuum of human actions that range from unintended consequences (wolf trapping on Ontario) to intervention (radio collaring of wolves and moose on Isle Royale, closures of zones to protect denning areas, closure of the park to dogs and cats) to intentional manipulation (the introduction of the Detroit Zoo wolves).

A historical view of Isle Royale’s mammalian history suggests there are both known and likely unknown limits to species persistence through time. It is likely that many animal species’ tenure on the island is episodic, ranging from a single colonizations of short duration to persistence lasting decades. It may not always be anthropogenic forces that result in a species winking out or another winking in; an example is the episodic presence of sharptail grouse at Isle Royale. A historical view of the relatively short and possibly atypical residence of wolves suggests the proposed reintroduction could become a recurring need to sustain the health and persistence of the population. Do we want to reintroduce wolves to Isle Royale National Park every 50 or so years?

To further explore how much intervention is appropriate, it’s useful to turn to a long-used Isle Royale metaphor, namely, that the national park is an “outdoor laboratory.”Vučetich et al. are proposing a level of intervention for wolves which bespeaks of the park as more of a laboratory. If intervention is too frequent, then Isle Royale stops having the feel of an
outdoor laboratory, and its wilderness character is diminished to boot. Periodic interventions would run counter to one component of the Wilderness Act, namely, that “the imprint of man’s work” must be “substantially unnoticeable.” But Isle Royale has not been unimpacted for quite some time. Regional, national, and global impacts have greatly altered the naturalness of the Isle Royale lands and waters, even if the results are sometimes hard to see.

**Authenticity and integrity**

Two concepts informing and providing some guidance to the prospect of intervention are the ideas of “authenticity” and “integrity.” Both concepts are used widely in cultural resources discussions and “cultural and historical authenticity” is a goal articulated in the *Revisiting Leopold* report.\(^{30}\) If an ecosystem has integrity or authenticity, then you don’t intervene. If the system is thought to have lost integrity, then intervention makes more sense. Vucetich et al. define wolves and moose as a necessary part of ecosystem health of Isle Royale. But are ecosystem health and biological integrity the same, or are the differences substantial enough that they matter? To be more specific, could a genetically renewed wolf population contribute to ecosystem health but be contrary to the biological integrity of the park? Further, ecosystem health or functioning must be view through the lens of the nature of a distant and modest-sized archipelago. Getting to, and the ability to persist on, Isle Royale is a quintessential condition of life on the island; or, restated, it has always functioned differently than a mainland ecosystem. To do a good job of intervening, we must be crystal clear about what are goals are and then approach them with humility and caution, as unintended consequences are highly probable.

The backdrop condition on Isle Royale is that it has become harder to find monetary support for the moose–wolf research. Financial support for the study competes with other biological topics and within a limited park budget and staffing scenario. Thus it is important to place the potential of further renewed moose–wolf research in the context of other research needs.

While the wolf–moose study is the first among equals in length, breadth of conclusions and applications, world renown, productivity, etc., other scientific efforts are important, necessary, and ongoing. It is important to acknowledge that the moose–wolf study has provided Isle Royale National Park with a cachet and reputation that it would not otherwise have. And it is important to acknowledge that the park has, largely because of the wolf–moose study, a long-standing tradition of top-tier scientific endeavor. But is that research as important, or more important, than having an authentic mammalian composition?

Any wolf reintroduction decision should ideally be informed by a determination of whether Queenie or Big Jim had a founding effect among Isle Royale’s wolf population. And the origin of moose on Isle Royale should play a part in such a consideration. If purposeful introduction of moose and wolves is the origin of these species in the national park, then it’s hard to argue that the default species should be moose and wolves, despite the remarkable science that has been done or the very public celebration of these animals as Isle Royale icons.\(^{31}\) On the other hand, can the important and path-breaking science—based on moose and wolves—outweigh some of the “complications?” Can the long-term data generated from studying moose and wolves have a value above and beyond the restricted indigenousness of
these animals on Isle Royale? Do we acknowledge that “what’s done is done,” and make the best of the present resident animals as if it were natural? And yet once “rescued,” the wolf population will always be viewed with an “asterisk” or as an “altered data set.” Or are the data generated from monitoring the winking out of wolves (and moose?) on Isle Royale as or more important than continuing the scientific status quo through wolf genetic intervention?

Most of the limited number of mammals residing in Isle Royale National Park today have run a gauntlet of more than 200 years of sweeping anthropogenic forces. Out of this choppy history it’s difficult to conclude what is “natural.” But it is the unchanging geographic situation of Isle Royale, its remoteness in Lake Superior, that has been and should continue to be the primary determining fact in the national park’s management. Its character and integrity as a remote archipelago must be acknowledged and heeded. To supersede the insular character of Isle Royale by reintroducing wolves is arguably toying with its biological and historical authenticity—and, perhaps, with the most fundamental biological-given of island life, which is the screening Lake Superior has done through the millennia of which animals and plants make it there.

Conclusion
What needs to be done is to put all the relevant facts and reasonable options on the table for all to consider. Regularly scheduled biological interventions or “rescues” seem unreasonable to me and violate “island rules” of the difficulty of getting and staying there. There clearly need to be some limits and rules made for any future interventions. Accelerating climate change compounds the decision of what large mammals might last on Isle Royale, not to mention whether they might cross the waters. Further impacting any acceptable decision is that today’s visitors to Isle Royale want it to be a remarkable, geographical wonderment, which is nicely reinforced through the presence of charismatic large mammals —moose and wolves.32

Are there other reasonable options in response to the extirpation of wolves? Could a wolf-less Isle Royale National Park be “exchanged” for one in which lynx is a major predator? Working on a nearby reservation with Ojibwe who have treaty rights on Isle Royale, I hear the question asked, “Why can’t I hunt Isle Royale moose?” Could this be a means to manage moose numbers if wolves are extirpated?33 In the broadest and most informed forums, the National Park Service needs to define what is an acceptable intervention. Do we agree that we should, as a goal, manage the park as close to once-natural conditions as is possible? Does this include indirect and direct intervention? How often are we prepared to intervene?

The biological history of Isle Royale has radically swung in terms of its mammalian make-up. This is, in part, a function of island biogeography. But, if so, then how do we incorporate this precondition into our decision-making about wolf reintroduction? Many people want wolves to continue on Isle Royale because they think that to do so is normal and natural—a position which is not necessarily substantiated by the facts. What is our ethical responsibility to let the public know wolves (and moose) reside on Isle Royale through a particular set of circumstances that may not be natural? And that extirpation—winking out—is common in island ecosystems? We must provide this information before visitors can arrive at an informed opinion about wolf intervention. Finally, how do we as a society manage the national
park true to its biogeographic character with biological integrity, while honoring the public’s desire to have special animals present (today this means wolves and moose) that embody the distinctiveness of the archipelago.34

Disclaimer
The views expressed in this article are the author’s alone and do not represent those of the National Park Service.
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20. Duluth Minnesotan, January 9, 1875. This is a solicitation for a contract mail carrier who was expected to travel to Isle Royale from Grand Portage once a week. The contract stipulated the mail carrier would leave Grand Portage by 7 a.m. and arrive at Island Mine, Isle Royale, by 5 p.m. the same day. The contract was for winter travel by dog team as well as presumably by mackinaw sailboat in the summer months. Regular ice bridges are the assumption behind this mail contract.


22. A Hudson Bay Company factor at Fort William [today part of Thunder Bay, Ontario] would remark in 1824: “Formerly there were moose deer—at this time not one is to be seen, being literally extinct....”
Hudson Bay Company Archives, Winnipeg, Manitoba, B-231-c, John Haldane, “Report on the State of the Country and Indians in Lake Superior Department, 1824.”


29. An early use of the metaphor is found in Mech, Wolves of Isle Royale, p. 3.


31. It is informative to note that wolves are not resident on other Lake Superior archipelagoes or offshore islands—the Slate Islands, Caribou Island, or Michipicoten Island.

32. Timothy Cochrane, “Folklore and the Geographical Character of Two Natural Parks—Isle Royale and Michipicoten,” American Folklore Society, October, 1987. There is a long-standing tradition of celebrating exotic features of Isle Royale, be it solid masses of native copper, prehistoric copper mining, greenstones, “Rein deer,” huge and plentiful lake trout, and, now, wolves and moose. The complement of major animals on Isle Royale (now and in the past) often is a de facto counterpoint to those found in much of the Midwest, further emphasizing the national park as being a different place.

33. Some of these Ojibwe are members of the moose clan and have family history ties to Isle Royale. And, ironically, Grand Portage (and other Ojibwe Bands) recently elected to not permit wolf trapping or hunting on their reservation, unlike elsewhere in the state of Minnesota. The Ojibwe tribes cited cultural connections to wolves as a reason to not permit their “take.” In short, they have long-standing traditions and beliefs about these animals, and Isle Royale is part of their traditional territory.

34. Thank you to select staff at Grand Portage National Monument, Isle Royale National Park, and the Western Great Lakes Inventory and Monitoring Network (National Park Service) that have read and commented on this paper.

Tim Cochrane, Grand Portage National Monument, P.O. Box 426, Grand Portage, MN 55605; tim_cochrane@nps.gov